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LIST OF SYMBOLS
All force data presented in this report have been reduced to coefficient form
based on trapezoidal semispan wing area. Pressure data have been reduced to
coefficient form with reference to freestream pressures. All dimensional
values are given in both International systems of Units (Sl) and U.S. Customary
Units, the principal measurements and calculations using the latter.
Coefficients and symbols used herein are defined as follows:
A Area, m2 (ft 2)
bw Reference wing span, 236.86 cm (93.25 in:)
CD Drag coefficient, _Drag_
_q_Swl
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/Lift\
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_ W_p _ p\
Cp Pressure coefficient, [ q_ )
cw Local wing chord, cm (in.)
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g Acceleration due to gravity, m/S2 (ft/sec 2)
MDIV Drag divergence Mach number
M Freestream Mach numberco
ML Local Mach number
PT Total pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft 2)
PTF Fan exit total pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft 2)
P_ Local static pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft 2)
P Freestream static pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft 2)
xi
q_ Freestreamdynamicpressure,N/m2 (Ib/ft2)
R Reynoldsnumberper meter(perfoot)
Sw Referencesemispanwingarea,0.3743m2 (4.029ft2)
X Spanw_sedistancefromfuselagecenterline,cm (in.)
Y Distancealongfuselagecenterline,cm (in.)
ZWN Verticalcoordinatesfromnacellecenterline,cm (in.)
ONAC Nacelleincidenceangle,degrees
_F Fuselageangleof attack,degrees
xii
ACRONYMS
ACEE Aircraft Energy Efficiency (Program)
ARC Ames Research Center
EET Energy Efficient Transport (Project)
GE General Electric Company
LDN Long-duct nacelle
NPR Nozzle pressure ratio
RPM Revolutionsper minute
SDN Short-duct nacelle
SFC Specific fuel consumption
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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a wind tunnel test, the objective of
which was to develop a low-drag long-duct nacelle installation for the DC-IO
jet transport. The study was conducted as part of the NASA Energy Efficient
Transport (EET) program. A long-duct nacelle representative of a General
Electric (GE) CF6-50 mixed-flow configuration installed on the wing position
of the DC-lO-30 jet transport, was investigated. The investigation was
conducted in the NASA Ames Research Center ll-foottransonic wind tunnel
using a 4.7-percent-scale semispan model of the DC-10-30. The test was
carried out over a Mach number range of 0.6 to 0.84 and over a lift coeffi-
cient range up to 0.60 at a constant Reynolds number of 18.0 x 106 per meter
. (5.5 x 106 per foot).
The results of this investigation showed that the long-duct nacelleinstalla-
ti on located in the same posi ti on as the current short-duct nacell e and with
the current production symmetrical pylon is a relatively low-risk installation
for the DC-10 aircraft. Tuft observations and analytical boundary layer
analyses confirmed that the flow on the nacelle afterbody was attach.ed. A
small pylon fairing was evaluated and found to reduce cttannel peak suction
pressures which resulted in a small drag improvement. The test also con-
firmed that the optimum nacelle incidence angle is the same as for the short-
duct nacelle, thus the same engine mounts used for the production short-duct
nacelle can be used for the long-duct nacelle installation. Comparison of
the inboard wing-pylon-nacelle channel pressure distributions, with flow-
through and powered long-duct nacell es, showed that the power effects did
not change the flow mechanism. Therefore, power effects can be considered
negligible.
xv

INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the Energy Efficient Transport (EET) project, one
concept selected for development towards potential application On DC-lO
aircraft derivatives was the mixed-flow long-duct nacelle.
Early in 1974, a study was started by Douglas and continued under NASA
contract to examine the potential improvements obtainable by using a mixed-
flow long-duct nacelle (LDN) on the DC-lO. The study (Reference 1) showed
that in addition to potential noise reductions, a mixed-flQw long-duct nacelle
i ncorporati ng advanced composites structure offered a si gni fi cant improvement
in specific fuel consumption (SF~). The gains arose from (1) the improvement
in propulsive efficiency due to the internal mixing of the fan and primary
streams which, for the separate flow nacelle, exit at different velocities,
and (2) from the elimination of the nacelle afterbody jet scrubbing drag.
On the debit side, the freestream scrubbing drag was increased due to the
longer fan cowl. In addition, it was estimated that a further improvement
would result from the reduction of the wing-pylon-nacelle channel velocities
that result from the influence of the wing pressure flow field on the nacelle
cyclic flow field. It was estimated that a total of 4- to 5-percent i.mprove-
ment in fuel burned could be realized by the application of the LDN
install ati on.
However, care must be exerci sed to prevent access wing-pyl on-nacell e inter-
ference drag from diluting this potential gain. History relates that both
the Convair 990 (Reference 2) and the Douglas DC-8 prototype LDN installa-
tions suffered severe nacelle interference drag penalties prior to aerodynamic
modifications. These deficiencies were characterized by high velocities in
the channel bounded by the inboard side of the nacelle, pylon, and wing
lower surface resulting in shock waves of sufficient strength to cause flow
separations on the nacelle and pylon. The shock waves resulted from the
superposition of the nacelle, pylon, and wing peak velocities resulting in
much higher velocities than for the isolated components. The classic
approaches to minimize this phenomenon are (1) to offset the interfering
pres.sure peaks and (2) cambering the pylon geometry to reduce the channel
peak suction pressures. The DC-I0 uses nearly common aerodynamic lines for
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all of the wing engine installations so it is desirable to retain the existing
pylon, if possible; i.e., keep the nacelle located in the same position as
for the current short-duct nacelle (SDN). This constraint also is desirable
from the standpoint of using the existing engine mount arrangement. It has
been shown that for the high bypass fan engines, it is important to achieve
the optimum nacelle incidence because the nacelle can incur fairly significant
induced drag penalties if allowed to carry much lift. This is the reason for
the small nacelle incidence angle on the DC-IO. It was necessary, therefore,
to determine if any change to the nacelle incidence (i .e., engine mounts) was
required with the nacelle fan cowl extended/further aft under the wing.
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a low-dr.ag LON installation
for the OC-IO. Work was accomplished by a development program conducted
in the NASA Ames Research Center II-foot transonic wind tunnel (hereafter
referred to as the ARC II-foot wind tunnel) in June-July 1978. The configu-
rations for the program were designed by using the Douglas Neumann potential
flow computer code (Reference 3). The Gothert compressibility corrections
are incorporated in the calculations.
The model used for this investigation was a4.7-percent scale semispan model
of a DC-IO-30 aircraft. Nacelle simulation was by flow-through nacelle and
by turbo-simulator using the Tech Development TD-460 4.I-inch simulator. The
latter was used to examine the effects. of power. The LDN aerodynamic lines
were developed under NASA Contract NASI-13356 (Reference I) and represent
those for the installation of a General Electric (GE) CF6-50 high bypass
fan engine.
All configurations had the LDN located in the same location as f()r the current
production SDN installation. The baseline configuration used the SDN
production symmetrical pylon.
Two pylon fairings designed to reduce local velocities in the inboard wing-
pylon-nacelle channel were evaluated with the flow-through LON.
2
The effects of increased and decreased LDN incidence angle were assessed
relative to the nacelle incidence of the production SDN installation.
Aerodynamic forces as well as wing, pylon, and nacelle surface pressure
data were measured during the test. Tufts were installed on the LDN after-
body and pylon near the nacelle juncture to observe flow quality in the
channel.
3

NACELLE-PYLONCONFIGURATIONDESIGN
Long-Duct Nacelle Design
The nacelle (Figure 1) was designed according to the recommendations reported
in Reference 1 except that the inlet was modified to preclude excess spillage
drag for the model. For a flow-through nacelle, freestream flow entering
the inlet is controlled by the nacelle exit area. If the afterbody is
accurately represented, this will result in less mass flow through the inlet
than for the full-scale engine nacelle due to the fact that no work is being
done on the simulator mass flow (i.e., exit momentumapproximately equal to
entering momentum). This creates a low inlet mass flow ratio for the flow-
through nacelle resulting in premature spillage drag and a lower drag-
divergence Mach number for the inlet cowl. The inlet cowl was modified by
decreasing the cowl diameter ratio (leading to maximumdiameter ratio) to
achieve the same drag divergence as for the full-scale CF6 inlet cowl
(i.e., NDIV : 0.85}.
The current production DC-IO symmetrical pylon was selected as tb_ baseline
configuration, resulting in the retention of the SDN incidence of 0.9 degree
nose up. Incidence angle variations of ±1.5 degrees from the baseline were
incorporated into the pylon geometry in order to evaluate the minimum-drag
incidence angle for the LDN. The current toe-in angle of 2.0 degrees was
retained for the LDN configurations.
Pylon Fairing Design
A simplified-panel potential flow model of the wing plus LDN and pylon was
developed and used to evaluate a number of pylon configurations with sys-
tematic variations in shape. The study examined the effects of pylon
leading and training edge camber and selected pylon fairings on the wing-
pylon-nacelle channel pressure distributions. The simplified model was used
only to indicate trends and to guide the design selection process. Selected
configurations were subsequently evaluated with a more comprehensive fine-
panel model.
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A. CF6-50 MIXED-FLOWLDN
_ -................., ...............-- 111
B. CF6-50 PRODUCTIONSDN
__ •
• _!::._..
FIGURE 1. CF6-50 PRODUCTION SDN AND MIXED-FLOW LDN
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The pylon modifications considered during the design selection process and
summary of the results of the analysis are shown in Table I.
The largest predicted benefit was offered by Configurations E and G. Con-
figuration E employed a small aft fairing and Configuration G combined this
fairing with large leading-edge fairing. These configurations,were then
investigated using the more detailed method. The previous estimates for
Configuration G were found to be optimistic relative to the fine-panel results
and it was therefore discarded. Configuration E revisions were required to
retain its performance and the resulting shape was denoted as Configuration J.
In order to effect a further reduction in the channel suction peaks, a
modification of the J-type fairing incorporating a larger aft fairing was
defined, and this was designated Configuration K. Configurations J and K were
selected for the experimental work. In each case, the pylon fairings were
designed to be external to the DC-IO pylons so that the primary structure and
systems routing would be unaffected. The pylon wetted area as well as the
pylon overhang was increased with both the smaller and the larger pylon
fairings.
The calculated potential flow pressure distributions on the wing lower surface,
pylon, and nacelle in the vicinity of the inboard channel for the baseline
symmetrical pylon, the small (Configuration J) and the large _Configuration K)
pylon fairings, using the detailed fine-panel potential flow model, are
presented in Figure 2. The fairings reduce the levels of the suction peaks
near the channel throat and increase the suction levels aft of the throat,
simultaneously tending to reduce the throat Machnumberand the severity of
the diffusion pressure gradient aft of the throat. This is evident all across
the channel.
?
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF PYLON DESIGN ANALYSIS
(RIGHT PYLON SHOWN)
USING SIMPLIFIED NEUMANNPANELGRID
I
I TYPE O.F REDUCTION IN WING WING LOWER SURFACE AND
CONFIGURATION I FAIRING LOWERCPPEAKSURFACE PYLONAFT OFPRESSURECPPEAKGRADIENT REMARKI
SYMMETRICAL SYMMETRICAL PYLON IS USED AS
-- PYLON -- BASE THE BASELINE CONFIGURATION
SMALL AFT GRADIENT AFT OF PEAK PRESURE
A_-__ CAMBER +O.Ol WORSE IS MORE SEVERE ON WING LOWER
SURFACE AND PYLON
GRADIENT ON WING LOWER SURFACE
B _-__ LARGE AFT +0.04 WORSE AND PYLON IS MORE SEVERE ANDCAMBER WORSE THAN THAT WITH CONFIGU-
RATION A
NO CHANGE IN ADVERSE PRESSURE
C_ SMALL LEADING .0.02 SAME GRADIENT ON WING LOWER SURFACEEDGE CAMBER
AND PYLON
LARGE LEADING' NO CIIANGEIN ADVERSE PRESSURE
D _-_ EDGE CAMBER +0.06 SAME GRADIENT ON WING LOWER SURFACE
AND PYLON
LARGE REDUCTION IN PEAK PRES-
SMALL AFT +0.06 BETTER SURES AND ADVERSE PRESSURE GRAD-O0 E -- "_.z._ FAIRING
IENT ON WING LOWER SURFACE & PYLON
LARGE REDUCTION IN PEAK PRESSURES
F_ LARGE LEADING +0.09 BETTER & LITTLE REDUCTION IN ADVERSEEDGE FAIRING PRESSURE GRADIENT ON WING LOWER
SURFACE AND PYLON
LARGE LEADING LARGEREDUCTION!NSUCTIONPEAKPRES-
EDGE & SMALL , SURESANDADVERSEPRESSUREGRADIENT.
G_ AFT FAIRING .0.I0 BETTER REDUCTIONIN PEAKPRESSURESFOR
E + F CONFIGU- CONFIGURATIONSE AND F ARE NOTADDITIVE,
RATION
i
USING FINE NEUMANN PANEL GRID (SELECTED FOR AMES TEST) i
I
I REDUCTIONIN CPPEAK PRESSUREGRADIENT
CONFIGURATION TYPEFAIRINGOF t WING PYLON NACELLE AFT OF CPpEAK ON REMARK i
I WING,PYLON-_-NACELLE ISMALL AFT LARGE REDUCTIONIN PEAK PRESSURESI
j - -_.___ - FAIRING I +0.07 +0.12 +0.08 _ BETTER AND ADVERSEPRESSUREGRADIENTON ISIMILAR TO | WING, PYLON. AND NACELLE I
'E' I I
0 PEAK I
I LARG AFT MUCH SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION IN
K _ _...-_---_t l PRESSURES AND ADVERSE PRESSURE .
_--_ I FAIRING + .lO +0.14 +0.15 BETTER
i LARGER I GRADIENT ON WING, PYLON, & NACELLEI_T.H_HAN 'J'
FIGURE 2. EFFECT OF PYLON FAIRINGS ON COMPUTED INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES
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EXPERIMENTALPPARATUSANDPROCEDURE
Test Facility
The test was conducted in the ARC 11-foot wind tunnel. The test section is
3.35 m (II.0 feet) square and 6.71 m (22.0 feet) long and is slotted in all
walls to provide control of the shock-wave reflection. The Mach number can
be continuously varied through the range of 0 to 1.4. A more detailed
description of this facility is found in Reference 4.
Model Installation and Description
Isolated Nacelle Calibration Model - The calibration model was comprised of
strut, nacelle, and pylon components. The isolated nacelle model was
mounted on the upper end of a 0.55-m (l.8-foot)-span metric strut CFigure 3)
which was mounted on the NASALangley 804S-B balance using a Douglas adapter.
The strut had a NACA0008-64 airfoil shape and was swept 45 degrees. The
balance was mounted to the Ames ll-foot tunnel _balance tub with a Douglas -
furnished balance turntable adapter. Both flow-through LDNand turbo
simulator LDNand SDNwere tested during the calibration.
The turbo simulator was driven by clean, dry, high-pressure air at mass-flow
rates of up to 1.23 kg/s (2.7 pounds mass per second) at pressures up to
4.65xi06 N/m2 (675 psia). The drive air temperature was kept at least 348K
(not higher than 358K) to prevent ice from forming on the engine simulator
parts.
All wires and pressure tubes were routed to the model aft of the balance as
shown in Figure 3. A photograph of the isolated long-duct nacelle installa-
tion in the Ames ll-foot wind tunnel is shown in Figure 4.
Semispan Model - The semispan model represented the tight'band half of the
DC-10-30 aircraft, except that the tail surfaces were removed. The model was
mounted on the NASALangley 804S-B balance using a Douglas adapter. The
balance was mounted to the Ames tunnel balance tub with a Douglas-furnished
balance turntable adapter.
11
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FIGURE 3. ISOLATED NACELLE MODEL INSTALLATION IN AMES 11·FOOT WIND TUNNEL
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FIGURE 4. PHOTOGRAPH OF ISOLATED NACELLE MODEL INSTALLATION IN AMES 11·FOOT
WIND TUNNEL
The model fuselage reference plane was coincident with the centerline of the
tunnel floor.
The model installation is shown in Figure 5. Photographs of the semispan
model with the LDN installed are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The model wing
simulated the dihedral and twist representative of l-g loading. The wing
geometry and static pressure orifice locations are shown in Figure 8. The
configuration variables consist of a flow-through mixed-flow long-duct nacelle
with a number of pylon configurations and a turbo simulator-powered production
short-duct nacelle and long-duct nacelle.
Nacelles - Figure 9 shows the geometries of the nacelle models. The powered
SDNis representative of the DC-IO,30/GE CF6-50 production nacelle. The
TD-460 air-driven turbo simulator is used in the powered nacelle to simulate
the engine jet. The external lines of the flow-through LDN are representative
of a CF6-50 mixed-flow LDN. The powered LDN is a coplanar-exit nacelle con-
figuration. The lines of the powered LDN are nominally the same as the
flow-through LDN lines; however, some minor changes were necessary because
of engine simulator fan exit area requirements. The lines are essentially the
same in the area of interest adjacent to the pylon.
A sketch showing the installation of the flow-through and powered LDN and the
powered SDNon the wing is presented in Figure 10.
All nacelles are instrumented with one row of static orifices on the inboard
external surface, as shown in Figure II.
Pylons - All pylons are cutback pylons and intersect the wing lower surface
at 3.4 percent of the wing chord. The baseline pylon for the powered
production SDNis symmetrical in shape and is representative of the production
DC-IO pylon. There is one row of pressure orifices on the inboard side of
the pylon near the core cowl intersection, as shown in Figure 11
The baseline pylon for the flow-through LDN is an adaptation of the current
production DC-IO pylon. The pylon could be rotated verticall% to vary the
incidence angle of the nacelle ±i.5 degrees from the nominal setting of
+0.9 degree. The 2-degree toe-in angle was retained.
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FIGURE 5. SEMISPAN MODEL INSTALLATION IN AMES 11-FOOT WIND TUNNEL
FIGURE 6. PHOTOGRAPH OF SEMISPAN MODEL INSTALLATION IN AMES 11-FOOT WIND TUNNEL
FIGURE 7. PHOTOGRAPH OF POWERED NACELLE INSTALLED ON WING
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Two pylon fairings (Table 1) which were tested with the flow-through LDN
are both contoured on the inboard side, with the large fairing pylontrailing
edge located further aft than that of the small fairing pylon. The forward
portion of these pylons is the same as the production pylon. Both pylons
locate the LDN at the same location as for the baseline pylon. These pylon
fairings are compared with the baseline symmetrical pylon in Figure 12. As
shown in the figure, the pylons are instrumented with a row of static
pressure orifices.
Boundary Layer Transition Strips - All testing was accomplished with transition
fixed. Boundary layer transition strips of 0.318-cm (O.125-in.)-wide bands of
glass beads were used on all components of the model. Full-span transition
strips of O.O081-cm (O.O032-in.)-diameter beads were placed 1.27 cm (0,5 in.)
aft of the leading edge on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing. The
fuselage was equipped with a strip of 0.0069-cm (0.0027-in.) beads located
3.175 cm (1.25 in.) aft of the nose. Transition strips of 0.0069-cm
(0.0027-in.) beads were located on all pylons 0.254 cm (0.10 in.) aft of the
pylon leading edge measured perpendicular to the leading edge. The flow-
through LDNwas equipped with strips of 0,0058-cm (O.OQ23-in.) beads located
on the inside and outside surfaces of the inlet 0.5Q8 cm C0.2 in.) from the
inlet leading edge. The powered LDN had similar transition strips on the
external surface only.
Test Conditions
The measurements were taken over a Mach number radge of Q.6Q to 0.84. For the
isolated nacelle model test, all measurements were taken with the nacelle
installed at zero angle of attack. A Reynolds number of 22.97 by 106 per
meter (7.0 by 106 per foot) was held constant for the isolated nacelle tests.
Analytical corrections for Reynolds number were applied to this nacelle drag
for application to the semispan tests. For the semispan model test, the
angle of attack of the model was varied from 1 to 4 degrees over a range
corresponding to lift coefficient values between 0.30 to 0.60. The Reynolds
number for the semispan test was reduced from that for the isolated nacelle
test because it was not possible to achieve the required fan nozzle pressure
ratios at high Reynolds number due to high pressure losses in the turbine
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FIGURE 12. LDNPYLON CONFIGURATIONS AND STATIC ORIFICE LOCATIONS
drive air lines for the semispanmodel. A Reynoldsnumber of 18.0 x 106 per
meter (5.5 x 106 per foot) was held constantfor the semispanmodel tests.
The turbo-simulatorwas set at an RPM to simulatefan nozzle pressureratios
of 1.5 and 1.55, representativeof cruise conditionsfor the DC-10,30.
Measurements
A five-componentexternal balancewas used to obtain the force and moment
data during the isolatednacellecalibrationand semispanmodel tests. Side-
force measurementswere not taken. The angle of attackwas measuredwith
a Douglas-furnishedsystem which utilizestwo linear potentiometers.
Chordwisestatic pressuredistributionson the wing were measuredat 32 per-
cent and 35 percenton the top and bottom surfacesof the wing. Static
pressuredistributionswere also measuredon the nacelles and pylons on the
inboardside at 0.72 cm (0.28 in.), model scale, from the nacelle-pylon
juncture.
For the powered-nacellemodel, in additionto the externalsurfacestatic
pressures,inlet static pressures,fan and turbineduct rake total and static
pressureswere measured. Measurementsrequiredfor the turbo-simulator
consistedof fan andturbine duct air temperature,drive air pressures,and
the engine RPM.
All forces,moments, and pressureswere recordedon the Ames wind tunnel data
acquisitionsystem. Photographsof fluorescentminituftslocatedon the
inboardsides of the nacellesand pylonswere taken at specifiedpoints
during the test.
A summaryof the test configurationsis presentedin Table 2.
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TABLE 2
TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY
ISOLATEDNACELLECALIBRATIONTEST i
CONFIGURATION , PYLON eNAC PURPOSE !
• I
STRUT. POWEREDSD_. BASE 0o
To calibrate nacelles for semispan test
STRUT+ POWEREDL N BASE 0° J
STRUT+ LDN BASE 0° To obtain isolated nacelle drag
i i
SEMISPANMODELTEST
CONFIGURATION PYLON AeNAc PURPOSE
WING-BODY(WB) - -- To obtain wing-body reference baseline
WB+ POWEREDSDN BASE BASE Base for determining interference drag difference, LDN-SD_
WB+ LDN BASE BASE rTO assess interference drag due to installation of LDN
WB+ LDN BASE +I 5°
• _To evaluate effect of nacelle incidence angleWB+ LDN BASE -1.5 °
WB+ LDN SMALL FAIRING BASE _To reduce interference drag, if any, due to installation J
WB+ LDN LARGEFAIRING BASE Jof LDN
WB+ POWEREDLDN BASE BASE To evaluate LDN power effects
!
Test Procedure
The following test procedure was used to determine wing-nacelle interference
drag:
1. The isolated nacelle and pylon drag was determined as the difference
between thenacelle plus pylon plus strut drag minus the strut tare drag.
2. Drag characteristics of the wing-body were measured.
3. Drag characteristics of the complete semispan model were measured.
4. The excess installation drag, or interference drag, was the difference
between the complete semispan model drag coefficient and the addition
of the wing-body plus isolated nacelle plus pylon drag coefficient
compared at constant lift coefficient.
The isolated nacelle and pylon was calibrated at Q-degree angle of attack.
The isolated data were not corrected for the internal drag of the nacelle.
Accuracy of Data
The Reynolds number was held to within ±328,000 per meter (±IO0,OQO per foot)
and the Mach number to within ±0.002 of the specified value.
Data for the wing-body alone and with the flow-through LDN installed were
quite repeatable with little scatter.
After several configurations were tested, a small but significant angle of
attack system malfunction was discovered. The sensitivity of measurements of
drag to angle of attack system error is approximately i percent ofairplane
drag per 0.03 degree of error. Several angle of attack system components
(Douglas and NASA) were replaced and most of the configurations were repeated.
During the remainder of the test, the indicated angle of attack was carefully
monitored. The system appeared to still experience a small residual drift.
A correction was devised, based on diagnostic run procedures and static
calibration data, and was applied prior to analysis of the data. The
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resulting scatter and repeatability were within one to two drag counts. The
corrections were small and the repeatability of the drag polars was such that
omitting the drift corrections would not change any of the conclusions of
this report.
A significant amount of effort was expended to evaluate the powered nacelle
data. The quality of the drag polars was much poorer than for the flow-
through data. The absolute drag levels shifted and significant differences
in both favorable and unfavorable interference drag appeared to occur at
0.60 Mach number. At 0.60, all configurations should be free of compressi-
bility effects and, therefore, the interference drag should be zero.
The problems associated with the powered nacelle data are probably related to
the calculation of simulator thrust. To determine interference drag involves
determining a power-off drag polar, which requires calculating simulator
thrust from the calibration data. The major problem for the powered nacelle
was the contamination of internal pressure instrumentation by oil leakage.
This occurred because of over oiling (..in retrospect} of the turbo-simulator
following a bearing failure early in the test program. A sizable study was
done to attempt to identify the noncontaminated pressure probes in order to
calculate fan and turbine pressure ratios. This approach was not satisfactory
as the fan pressure ratios drifted for a given RPMand drive overflow. Thus
it was not possible to determine the engine thrust correctly. An alternate
approach to determine turbo-simulator thrust was to use engine RPM. However,
an examination of this technique showed it did not yield satisfactory results
(i.e., did not properly account for changes in nozzle discharge coefficients).
It was concluded that the powered model force data were irretrievable and
not of sufficient accuracy to draw any conclusions. For these reasons, force
data conclusions are based only on the flow-through nacelle force data. Wing-
pylon-nacelle channel pressure data are used to assess the power effects on
the LDN installation.
2?

RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONS
Typicalcruiseconditionsfor the internationalversionsof the DC-IOare
0.82Machnumberat 0.50 liftcoefficient(CL)with stepclimbsoccurringat
0.45and 0.54 liftcoefficients_As theseconditionsbandthe cruiseregime,
datacomparisonsare presentedfor theseliftcoefficients.The testcon-
figurationswere alsoevaluatedat lowerMachnumbers(0.6the lowest)to
determinethe effectsof compressibility.Whereappropriate,configuration
comparisonsare shownas a functionof Machnumber.
IsolatedNacelle Calibration
The drag coefficientof the isolatedflow-throughLDN and symmetricalpylon
is shown in Figure 13. The drag coefficient(includinginternaldrag) is
nearly a constant20 counts (CD = 0.0020)and independentof Mach number.
The drag coefficientwas used to evaluatewing-nacelleinterferencedrag
for the flow-throughLDN.
SemispanModel
BaselineLong-DuctNacelle - The interferencedrag characteristicsfor the
flow-throughLDN with the baselinesymmetricalpylon are shown in Figure 14.
Nominal cruise conditionsare 0.82 Mach number at 0.50 lift coefficient.
However,since step climb occurs at lower lift coefficientsand the wing
lower surfacevelocities(peak negativepressures)increasewith decreasing
lift coefficient,the interferencedrag coefficientsare shown at 0.50 and
lower lift coefficients.
J
At M = 0.82 and CL = 0.50 (Figure14), the interferencedrag coefficient
is about 0.00015 (_1/2 percentof airplanedrag)and does not show a
significantMach number dependency. At CL = 0.40 and 0.45, the interference
drag coefficientwas smallerat most subsonicMach numbersbut showed more
pronouncedMach number dependencyat the higher Mach numbers. Although
outsidethe lift coefficientrange for normal cruise conditions,the inter-
ferencedrag characteristics(not shown here) were also examinedfor lift
coefficientsas low as 0.30 to determinecriticalityto increasingchannel
velocities. The drag incrementat 0.82 Mach number showed little,if any,
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FIGURE 13. ISOLATED FLOW-THROUGH LDN AND PYLON DRAG
3O
• FIGURE 14.iNTE RFERENCE DRAG CHARACTERIsTICs FOR FLoW-TH RouGH LDN WITH ..................
• BASELINE SYMMETRICAL PYLON '
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lift coefficient dependency. The fact that there is a slight drag increment
at 0.6 Mach number probably indicates the accuracy of the test apparatus,
since the channel pressures are subcritical and show no indications of
problems.
The flow-through LDN inboard wilng-pylon-nacelle channel pressures are shown
in Figures 15 through 18. At 0.6 Mach number, the channel flow is subcritical
(Figure 15). Figure 16 shows that the flow in the channel is characterized
by a growth in the peak suction pressures with increasing Mach number. The
channel flow becomes critical at about 0.8 Mach number resulting in a peak
local Mach number across the channel of about I.I at the cruise condition
of 0.82 freestream Mach number.
Figures 17 and 18 show the complete channel pressure distributions. The wing
lower surface pressure distribution is also shownwithout the nacelle
installed. The peak negative suction pressures are about 0.2 to 0.3 higher
with the nacelle installed. However, the peak channel Mach number is well
below the Mach = 1.3 to 1.4 levels which have been known to cause shock-
induced nacelle flow separation and an attendant drag penalty on the DC-8
prototype LDN. Further, tuft observations on the LDN afterbody and pylon
show complete flow attachment.
To further evaluate these data and to check how close the flow is to separa-
tion on the nacelle afterbody, a boundary layer analysis was undertaken using
the wind-tunnel-measured afterbody pressure distributions. Figure 19 shows
the wing-pylon-nacelle pressure distribution for the production SDNat cruise
conditions. The peak suction pressures for this model in the Ames facility
did not show the regions of separated flow on the CF6-50 installation as has
been measured by DC-IO-30 flight tests. Peak suction coefficients of about
-0oi higher have been measured for the SDNinstallation in flight and in
another wind tunnel facility. Therefore, it was deemed appropriate to apply
a correction to the LDNmeasured pressure distributions to account for this
possible measurement error. The estimated LDN flight conditions were
obtained by increasing the wind-tunnel-measured peak suction pressure
coefficients by ACp = -0.I and assuming a Reynolds number consistent with
M = 0.82, 35,000 feet altitude. Results of this analysis, shown in
Figure 20, do not show any tendency toward flow separation on the nacelle
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FIGURE 15. EFFECT OF LDN INSTALLATION ON INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES- BASELINE
SYMMETRICAL PYLON (Moo= 0.60, CL = 0.50)
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FIGURE 16 EFFECT OF FREESTREAM MACH NUMBER ON CHANNEL PEAK SUCTION
PRESSURES- LDN WITH BASELINE SYMMETRICAL PYLON (CL =0'50)
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FIGURE 17. EFFECT ON LDN INSTALLATION ON INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES- BASELINE
SYMMETRICAL PYLON (Moo= 0.82, CL = 0.50)
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FIGURE 18. EFFECT OFLDN INSTALLATION ON INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES-BASELINE
SYMMETRICAL PYLON (Moo= 0.82, CL = 0.45)
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FIGURE 19. INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS WiTH POWERED PRODUCTION SDN
(Moo= 0.82, CL = 0.50)
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FIGURE 20. PREDICTED SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT ON LDN AFTERBODY (Moo= 0.82, CL = 0.50)
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afterbody at either wind tunnel test conditions or flight conditions.
Flow separation by the Cebeci criteria (Reference 6) would be indicated when
the skin friction coefficient reaches zero.
The effects of power simulation on the inboard channel pressures at M = 0.82
are shownin Figure21. The comparilsonilsforthe flow-throughand powered
LDN installationswith baselinesymmetricalpylon. The powerednacellefan
pressureratiowas 1.55(NPR_ 2.4). Essentiallyno differencein either
the peaksuctionpressuresor thepressuregradientsis indicatedat any
locationacrossthe channel. It is thereforeconcludedthatfor the LDN,
powereffectsdo not changethe channelflowmechanilsm.Further,thisimplies
thattheflow-throughLDN forceresultsare directlyapplicablebecauseany
J
interferencemechanismsarenot power-dependent.
The effectsof the nacelleand pylonon theairplaneliftcurveare shownin
Figure22. At typicalcruiseconditionsthenacelleand pyloncausesa loss
in lifeof ACL = -0.02relativeto thewing bodyat the sameangleofattack.
This lossin liftis aboutthe samefor boththe LDNand theSDN and is
in goodagreementwith the increment hathas beenmeasuredin pasttests.
Figure23 showsthe spanloaddistributionat M = 0.82and 3.2 degrees
angleof attack Thisconditioncorrespondsto 0.5 CL with the nacelleand
pyloninstalled.For theconfigurationwith the nacellesand pylonsinstalled
(LDNand SDN)wingpressureswereavailableonlyat stations32 and 35 percent
of semispan,just inboardand outboardof the pylon. A pronouncedlossin
liftis seenat the inboardstationwhilea slightlossin liftis seenat
theoutboardstation. The lossin liftis causedprimarilyfromincreased
suctionpressurepeakson thewing lowersurfaceinboardof the pylon.
NacelleIncidenceAngle- The effectsof increasedand decreasedLDN incidence
anglerelativeto thatof the productionSDNare shownin Figures24 through
26. Figure24 showsthatanglechangeof ±1.5 degreesfromthe current
nacelleincidenceof 0.9 degreeresultedin dragincreasesof approximately
CD = 0.0002(2/3percentairplanedrag)at a cruiseliftcoefficientof 0.50.
At 0.45liftcoefficient,thedragincreasewas aboutCD = 0.0003.(1.0percent
airplanedrag). Thewing-pylon-nacellechannelpressures(Figures25 and 26)
indicatethatthe channelis slightlylesscriticalwith eitherincreasedor
decreasednacelleincidenceanglesuggestingthatthe dragpenaltyis
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FIGURE 21. EFFECT OF POWERSIMULATION ON INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES- LDN WITH
BASELINE SYMMETRICAL PYLON (Moo= 0.82, CL = 0.50)
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FIGURE22. LIFT CURVES FOR WING-BODY WITH AND WITHOUT NACELLES AND BASELINE
SYMMETRICAL PYLONS (Moo= 0.82)
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FIGURE 23. SPANLOAD DISTRIBUTION WITH AND WITHOUT NACELLES AND PYLONS
(Moo= 0.82, _F = 3.20, CL _-,0.50)
FIGURE 24. EFFECT OFNACELLE INCIDENCE ANGLE CHANGEONINCREIIJIENTAL DRAG-
FLOW·THROUGH LON WITH BASELINE SYMMETRICAL PYLON (Moo = 0.82)
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FIGURE 25, EFFECT OFNAcELi_E INCIDENCE ANGLE CHANGEOn INBOARDcHANNEL
PRESSURES - FLOW-THROUGH LDN WITH BASELINE SYMMETRICAL PYLON
(Moo= 0.82, C L = 0.50)
FIGURE 26. EFFECT OF NACELLE INCIDENCE ANGLE CHANGE ON INBOARD CHANNEL
PRESSURES- FLOW;THROUGH LDNWITH BASELINE SYMMETRICAL PYLON
(Moo= 0.82, CL = 0.45) 45
entirely due to nacelle-induced drag. Also, the measured incidence penalties
are about what would be predicted from isolated nacelle induced drag
measurements and previous SDNinstalled measurements. This further reinforces
the conclusion that the channel peak velocities are not high enough to be
of concern for the baseline symmetrical pylon.
Pylon Fairings - The effects of the small pylon fairing are shown in
Figures 27 and 29 through 32. At CL = 0.50, the interference drag increments
for the small pylon fairing (Figure 27) are about one half those for the
baseline symmetrical pylon. The increase in skin friction drags due to the
small increase in wetted surface area is insignificant for both pylon fairings.
The negative drag increments at 0.6 Mach number at the lower lift coefficients
are in all probability not real and are within the capability of the system
to measure small drag increments. The channel pressure distributions
(Figures 29 through 32) show thai'the peak pressure coefficients are reduced
by about ACp = 0. I0 (6M = 0.05) across the channel relative to the symmetrical
pylon. The pressure gradients aft of the pressure peaks are reduced appre-
ciably on the wing and pylon, and slightly on the nacelle afterbody.
The effects of the larger pylon fairing are shown in Figures 28 through 32.
The force data (Figure 28) show a higher interference drag level at 0.6 Mach
number. The interference drag level at 0.82 Mach number is about the same
as the baseline symmetrical pylon, i.e., not as good as the small pylon fairing.
The peak suction pressures in the channel are reduced only slightly relative
to the small pylon fairing. The effects of the large pylon fairing are
slightly poorer relative to both the baseline symmetrical pylon and the
small pylon fairing. In examining the reason for the excess drag of the k
large pylon fairing, it appears from the channel pressures to be due to a
lack of recovery on the nacelle afterbody, and possibly even the result of a
local flow separation. Figures 29 through 32 show tha_ the pylon trailing
edge recovery is nearly the same for all of the pylons, but there seems tobe
a distinct effect of the large pylon fairing on the nacelle afterbody
recovery near the trailing edge. This is also apparent at 0.6 Mach number.
Certainly the large fairing was an over-correction, and a pylon fairing
different from either of those tested might offer improved performance.
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FIGURE 27. EFFECT OF SMALL PYLON FAIRING ON LDNINTERFERENCE DRAG
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FIGURE 28; EFFEcTOF i.ARGE PYLON FAIRING ON LDN |NTERFERENCE'DRAG
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FIGURE 29. EFFECT OF PYLON FAIRINGS ON LDN INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES
(Moo= 0,82, CL = 0.50)
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• FIGURE 30. EFFECT OF PYLON FAIRINGS ON LDN INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES
(Moo= 0.82, CL = 0,45)
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FIGURE 31. EFFECT OF PYLON FAIRINGS ON~LDN INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES
(Moo = 0.60, CL = 0.50)
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FIGURE 32. EFFECT OF PYLON FAIRINGS ON LDN INBOARD CHANNEL PRESSURES
(Moo= 0.60, CL = 0,45)
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Comparisonof wind-tunnelmeasuredand theanalyticallypredictedincremental
peak-suction-pressurereductions'in the inboardchannelis shownin
Figure33. The measuredreductionsin peakpressurecoefficientare in
reasonablygoodagreementwith thoseanalyticallypredictedusingthe potential
flowcomputercode. However,whilethe absolutepeakpressurecoefficients
areaboutas predictedat M = 0.6, theyare significantlyhigherat M = 0.82
(referto Figure2).
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FIGURE 33. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED CHANNEL INCREMENTAL SUCTION
PEAKS FOR PYLON FAIRINGS (Moo= 0.82, CL = 0.50)
CONCLUSIONS
A wind tunnel test to develop a low-drag long-duct nacelle installation
applicable to the DC-IO jet transport has been conducted in the NASAAmes
Research Center ll-foot transonic wind tunnel. Significant results from this
test indicate the following:
1. The long-duct nacelle installation utilizing the current production
symmetrical pylon is a low-risk installation for the DC-IO aircraft.
a. Interference drag penalties of 0.5 percent airplane drag or less
are indicated relative to an interference-free installation.
b. While channel velocities grow with increasing Mach number, the
peak values at cruise conditions are significantly less than the
values that are known to cause shock-induced flow separations
on the nacelle afterbody.
c. Flow visualization and boundary layer analysis of the pressure
data show the flow to be attached on the nacelle afterbody.
2. A small pylon fairing provided an effective means of suppressing the
peak channel pressures which resulted in reducing the interference drag
penalty to an insignificant level. A larger fairing was not as
effective.
3. The incidence angle of the current short-duct nacelle resulted in the
minimum drag configuration for the long-duct nacelle.
4. Wing-pylon-nacelle channel pressure distributions obtained with powered
simulation or flow, through nacelles were essentially unchanged. This
indicates the channel flow was not affected by increasing the exhaust
pressure ratio, hence power effects are considered to be negligible.
One of the objectives of this program was to identify the interference drag
differences between the long-duct nacelle and the short-duct nacelle.
Unfortunately, because of simulator instrumentation problems, this objective
was not accomplished. However, the lack of powered force data does not
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invalidate any of the conclusions drawn above. On the basis of these results
and considerable past experience, the specific LDN investigated would not be
expected to significantly change the power-on interference drag relative to
the current production SDNinstallation.
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